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W

hat a difference nearly two decades makes. When writer-director M. Night
Shyamalan released Unbreakable way back in 2000, the superhero genre was hardly
the mass-cultural malady that it is today. An oddball take on caped crusaders and

the like had a better chance of standing out in theaters, and Unbreakable was certainly one of
the more eccentric uses of $75 million Hollywood studio dollars.
Shyamalan s tale of a Philadelphia security guard, David Dunn (Bruce Willis), who, after
surviving a devastating train crash, discovers he has inhuman strength and a psychic ability to
predict danger, was photographed in languorous long takes, with most dialogue spoken barely
above a whisper. Unbreakable was really more of a slow-burning family relationship drama
especially between Dunn and his hero-worshipping son, Joseph (Spencer Treat Clark) than it
was a men-in-tights, or, in this case, man-in-rain-slicker action flick. But a cartoonishly
clothed Samuel L. Jackson did often pop up as a brittle-boned character named Elijah Price,
who pontificated about comic books as if they were a socio-cultural Rosetta Stone.
In one of his patented, P.T. Barnum-esque twist endings, Shyamalan revealed that Price
fancied himself Dunn s brainiac archnemesis. They called me Mr. Glass, he says of his
childhood torturers. And so the stage was set for a future showdown, though lower box-office
receipts than expected appeared to put the kibosh on that. But now here we are with the
frivolous and protracted Glass, which finally pits Dunn and Glass against each other. Though
there s one other person involved or perhaps we should say multiple people in one.

That would be Kevin Wendell Crumb (James McAvoy), the dissociative identity-afflicted villain
known as The Horde, who was first introduced in Shyamalan s 2016 hit, and stealth

Unbreakable sequel, Split. McAvoy is once again the whole show here, with the actor receiving
top billing over his co-stars. He shares several scenes with Split s damaged final girl, Casey
(Anya Taylor-Joy), and he leans full-tilt into The Horde s various personalities. Among these
interior others are prim British matriarch Patricia; nine-year-old dance freak/Drake fanboy
Hedwig; macho sexual deviant Dennis; and a cannibalistic savage known only as The Beast,
who s as close to a Big Bad as the film gets. McAvoy s energy and go-for-brokeness is
infectious, and it s something Glass could use a whole lot more of.
The film s first 20 minutes or so put Dunn, now nicknamed The Overseer, and Crumb on a
collision course that eventually lands them in the same mental hospital where Glass is
incarcerated. The trio s physician is Dr. Ellie Staple (Sarah Paulson, seemingly rehearsing for
her eventual role as Nurse Ratched in Ryan Murphy s One Flew Over the Cuckoo s Nest
prequel), an icy unbeliever, so she says, in anything superheroic. It s Staple s goal to talk her
three charges into renouncing their phenomenal powers. And talk. And talk. And talk.
Much of Glass s running time is given over to therapy sessions in which Crumb cycles through
his personas, Dunn looks alternately befuddled and constipated, and Glass lolls his Frederick
Douglass-coiffed head to the side in drooling catatonia. (Is he faking his unresponsiveness?

What do you think?) He s barely the star of his own film, though Shyamalan has said in
interviews that Glass is meant to reflect the title character s fragile, erudite nature, as

Unbreakable did Dunn s reluctant heroism and Split did Crumb s anything-goes psychosis.

There s a certain clinical elegance to the crisp digital cinematography by Mike Gioulakis, much
in keeping with Glass s eye-catching, purple-accented wardrobe (love that monogrammed
cravat!). It s telling, however, that the most striking scenes here are flashbacks to the Eduardo
Serra-shot Unbreakable. This includes a terrifying deleted scene from that film in which a
young Elijah Price (Johnny Hiram Jamison) rides an amusement park Tilt-A-Whirl, with boneshattering results and to the palpable distress of his mother, played by Charlayne Woodard.
She reprises her role, as Clark does Dunn s now-grown son, in Glass s present-day scenes.
A bigger issue is that the film s earnest deconstruction of comic-book mythology seems
antiquated given our present glut of superhero media. It s no longer a genre to be elevated
since it has become the norm. Plus, the unintentionally hilarious way that Paulson says, Have
you ever been to a comic book convention? is one of several signposts suggesting that
Shyamalan s geek cred is about, say, 20 years behind the times.
It certainly might have helped if Shyamalan were able to more humorously poke at his own
pretenses. The wet-noodle climax in which all of Glass s characters have a staggeringly nonepochal confrontation in a friggin parking lot could only have benefitted from a sense that
the stars and the multi-hyphenate auteur were enjoying themselves. It s only too appropriate
that Jackson s Glass sternly narrates this skeletally smack-a-doo finale as if he was a distressed
academic lecturing attention-starved stoners.

Perhaps genuine fun is too much to ask from an artist who once wrote a po-faced tome about
closing America s education gap (put I Got Schooled into Google and delight, such as it is).
There s also another twist or two on the horizon, though it gives nothing away to say that the
reveals amount to little more than the real superhero was mankind. In the end, Glass
proves to be another of Shyamalan s pompous sermons about faith in oneself, aimed at an
audience from whom he cringingly craves fealty.
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